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Outline

• Poster – visual communication
• From planning to printing – main steps
• Structure and tips - examples
• Presenting your poster

• Individual task: create your own A0 format 
poster on the general topic of:
“Perspectives on climate change”



A poster is a visual communication tool

 Focused on a single message

 Lets graphs and images tell the story; uses text sparingly 

 Keeps the sequence well-ordered and obvious 

 An effective poster operates on multiple levels:

• initiate discussion/conversation starter 

• provide a brief overview of your work  

• attract attention  

• useful reference when you discuss your work  

• stand alone when you're not available  

http://www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/NewSite/index.html

http://www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/NewSite/index.html


Poster vs. Presentation

 An effective poster uses visual grammar - it shows, not tells. It 
expresses your points in graphical terms

 It avoids distracting visual chaos - it guides viewers by using  visual 
logic with hierarchical structure emphasizing main points

 All elements, even figure legends, are visible from 1.5 m away 

 It displays the essential content (the messages) - in the title, main 
headings and graphics. Main points in large type-face headings; 
details are subordinated visually, smaller type-face

 A poster competes on limited attention of mobile audience 
(“information shoppers”) – must convey information clearly

 Poster enables interactions and exchange not possible with  
presentation



Know your audience

 your field of specialization (they’ll be attracted anyway)

 fields closely related to yours 

 unrelated fields 

• They will require that you 
supply context for your work

• They are likely to be unfamiliar 
with your jargon

• They require you to explain the 
problem and the solution

• They will not understand your 
jargon



Creating an effective poster 

 Planning - before starting work on your poster, consider message, space, budget, 
format (single sheet or multi-panel), and deadlines

 Focus - stay focused on your message and keep it simple. Create a mock-up and 
dispense with unneeded details

 Layout - use a clearly defined visual grammar to move readers through your poster

 Headings - use headings to orient readers and convey major points 

 Graphics - clear graphics should dominate your poster 

 Text - should be minimized in favor of graphics, and large where used

 Color – make a poster attractive, improve readability (be cautious)

 Editing - edit ruthlessly to reduce amount of text and focus on a results-oriented 
message

 Software – several packages can be used to create your poster (Powerpoint, Adobe)



Planning 

 What's my message? 
• Everything you include in your poster relates to a clearly crafted message
• You must state your main point(s) and conclusion(s) clearly and succinctly
• All visuals and text should relate to those points and conclusions

 How much space do I have? 
• Determine specific size requirements - visit conference web site or 

otherwise consult with conference organizers
• Poster area available determines, in part - what you can fit in, the layout 

(landscape vs. portrait), and how things will be organized

 What milestones should I establish? 
• Especially important if the poster is multi-authored. 
• Start with the due date and work back to create milestones
• Allow time for peer review and heavy editing



Focus on your message – keep it simple

 Ask yourself which details are absolutely essential for conveying your 
message (do not focus on the tools & methods)

 Omit anything that is not essential

 Edit text  - simplify wording, reduce sentence complexity 



Poster layout (1)

 use visual grammar  to guide readers to important parts of your poster 

 use columns format to make your poster easier to read in a crowd 

 use organization cues to guide readers through your poster 

 use "reader gravity“ - pulls the eye from top to bottom & left to right 

 use headings intelligently
to help locate your main 
points and key information 

 balance placement of
text and graphics to 
create visual appeal 

 use white space 
creatively to help 
define flow 
of information

 Start with a sketch!

http://www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/NewSite/CreatePosterLayout.html

http://www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/NewSite/CreatePosterLayout.html


Poster layout – columnar format (2)

Alternatively:
 Viewers who read the first 

row might be unable to fight 
their way back to the 
beginning 

 They will proceed quietly to 
the next poster 

 If a poster is organized in columns, 
viewers can read all of a column 
before they move to next column 

 Readers tend to read top to 
bottom, a phenomenon called 
"reader gravity“



Poster layout – cues help viewers (3)

“Alternatively”:

 Organize your poster in a 
"unique" manner that defies 
reader gravity and gives readers 
no idea of organizational flow

 Let viewers guess where to start 
and where to go next

 Supply cues to help viewers follow 
your presentation

 Organize visually & in columns 

 You can use numbers, letters, or 
arrows to help guide viewers 



Poster layout – balance white spaces (4)

 Your poster should have a good visual balance of figures and text, 
separated by white space (avoid overly busy poster!)

 Sometimes balance is attained when images and text are reflected 
(approximately) across some axis of symmetry (I prefer asymmetry)



Use headings for orientation and summary

 Use headings to summarize your work in large letters 

 A hurried reader should get the main points from headings alone  

 Good headings are part of visual grammar guiding readers through 
your poster 

 Be hierarchical – the more important the point, the larger the type 

 Be bold  - make the 
strongest statements 
your research allows 



Headings - example

 Note how headings convey the message - viewers in a hurry need 
not read further (color boxes help clarify the main message)  

 Is this poster too busy? Probably… too much text and fragments 



Headings – example



Good graphics – poster centerpiece

“Alternatively”:

 Too many distractions (too 
much ink and background 
that don’t add information)

 Good graphs communicate 
relationships quickly

 Graphs should be simple and clean 

 Write explanations directly on 
figures (less referencing elsewhere) 

 Use simple 2-D line graphs, bar and 
pie charts; use photos ! 



Text should be simple, direct, and large 

 Minimize text - use images and graphs instead

 Keep text elements to 50 words or fewer

 Use phrases rather than full sentences

 Use an active voice

 Avoid jargon (depends somewhat on audience)

 Left-justify text; avoid centering and right-justifying text

 Select readable font (serif e.g., Times) for most text 

 Text should be at least 24 point in text, 36 for headings

 Pay attention to text size in figures - it must also be large

 Title should be at least 5cm tall 

 Scale the poster to a paper handout – if you can’t read, the font is too small!



Text should be readable from a distance

 Title and major headings should 
be readable from 2m away

 Supporting material should be 
visible from 1m away

 Avoid long lines of text; keep 
text blocks compact - single 
spaced and 50 words or fewer 
(separate with white space)

 Use left-justified text, with ragged 
right margins, for clean word 
spacing and ease of reading



Editing 

 If text doesn't provide critical support for your main message, ELIMINATE IT! 

 Edit all text to simplify verbiage, to reduce sentence complexity, and to 
delete details

 Have colleagues comment on drafts (print a small version)

 Are your objective and main message obvious? 

 Will readers be able to contact you? 



Presenting your poster (1)

 Arrive early at the display site 

 Unless you're confident the organizers will have proper 
supplies, bring a poster hanging kit with you

 Hang your poster 
square & neat

 Make sure you're at 
your poster during 
your assigned 
presentation time

 Put handouts, 
business cards, 
reprints nearby 



Poster presentation (2)

 Use your poster as a visual aid - don't read it! 

 Prepare 1, 2, & 5- minute tours of your poster

 When people ask you for a tour of your poster, 
use the graphic elements to explain your work

 Face your audience and explain: the 
problem and its importance, what 
you did to answer it, what the 
answer is, and its significance

 As you talk in an audible, measured 
pace, point to the graphic features 
that demonstrate your message - to 
direct viewers' eyes

 (Printing – a few words)



Evaluating criteria (1) 



Evaluating criteria (2) 



Individual task: Create a poster 

• Create your own A0 (83x 115 cm) poster on the topic of:
“Perspectives on climate change”

• You may chose any scientific aspect related to the topic – the 
poster must be your own original work 

• Use PowerPoint to create the poster in columnar format (hints: 
http://www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/NewSite/PPTinstructions.html#small)

• Convert and save as a PDF file with
your name as part of the file name

http://www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/NewSite/PPTinstructions.html%23small
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